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If you are intending enjoying yourself today, I have bad news. 

Doomsday is approaching. To cut a long story short a chicken sneezed 
somewhere in Asia and now the human race is finished. The good news is 
I’ve faced the End of the World, often actually, and survived. And my 
upcoming book, The Survivor’s Guide to Doomsday and Other Worse Case 
Scenarios, will help you be like a scout, always prepared in a funny hat.  
 The first global menace brought to my attention was BOYS. They have 
boy germs. If you bump into one by mistake you must chase another kid and 
pass on the boy germs. It works. The next imminent peril that I survived was 
PRESBYTERIANS. As a catholic kid I was told to avoid Presbyterians for 
some unspecified but horrific reason. Fortunately, Presbyterians, like 
vampires, can be held at bay by making the sign of the cross. Garlic is 
optional. 
 Another early blight set to wipe out a generation was CAULIFLOWER. 
Or, to be more specific, according to parents the failure to eat cold, mushy 
cauliflower on your plate was life threatening. Children were made to eat 
their mushy vegies and a generation was saved. You may want to stock pile 
cold, mushy cauliflower just in case. 
 The first major disease of plague proportions to threaten Aussie kids 
was known as a CHILL. A child might get a chill and die. Luckily this blight 
could be eradicated by the wearing of a cotton singlet or vest. Get one. 
 In the sixties THE BOMB was poised to end the world. But we found a 
sneaky solution. We all wore Ban the Bomb signs. And they worked. 
Perhaps you could draw one on your vest. The next menace to infiltrate 
Australia was THE WHITE SLAVE TRADE. If a girl went to a public toilet in 
the city she could be jabbed in the ankle with a syringe and dragged off to 
the White Slave Trade. Girls were advised to keep their feet off the ground in 
cubicles without sitting on the seat. (More germs. Apparently girls had some 
all along.) Assume the Spiderwoman position in public toilets. You might 
practise this at home first.  
 In the seventies the YELLOW PERIL, an unnamed populace to the 
North, was an ominous presence until we found out they made really great 
noodles. Once we welcomed anyone who could work a wok the danger 
passed. Another threat to Western Civilisation as we knew it in the seventies 
was Timothy Leary and his ‘Tune in. Tune on. Drop out’ anthem. Young 



people put flowers in their hair and danced bare footed in the streets. 
Western Civilisation was saved, however, by a little piece of plastic called a 
credit card. Suddenly, Hippies could buy shoes and pay for haircuts. So 
credit cards are handy. Get one.   
  In the eighties the COLD WAR threatened world peace until Star Wars, 
the laser defence system not the movie, came into play. It worked like the 
Space Invaders computer game. So practise playing computer games until 
further notice. Your skills may be needed. DAYLIGHT SAVING seemed 
poised to upset cows, fade curtains and destroy crops. But it only affected 
Queenslanders and the rest of Australia thought it was probably time for a 
cull, anyway. 
 And then AIDES threatened the entire population of Australia. The 
Grim Reaper was about to bowl over entire families with a bowling ball. So 
be alert. If you see a caped figure carrying a bowling ball and a scythe, run 
for it. SMOKING emerged as the horror plague of the nineties. We tackled 
this blight using public humiliation outside buildings. If not eradicated soon 
non-smokers will be asked to carry rotten vegetables to further the 
humiliation.  
 CHOLESTEROL was about to kill us all until they discovered 
OBESITY. So you better give up eating. Or, if you must eat, stick with those 
foods, which are supposedly healthy namely red wine, oily fish and spinach. 
GLOBAL WARMING is a threat to all life on the planet. But we’ve almost 
nailed this one. All you have to do is stop using plastic supermarket bags.  
  SARS was going to be a nasty business until BIRD FLU came along. 
And we knew this was THE big one because they stopped talking about 
epidemics. This one will unleash a Pandemic. It’s an up-market plague. Try 
some up market Vitamin C. And remember we have survived Doomsday 
threats before. We can do it again. Just eat your cauliflower, wear a vest and 
try not to enjoy yourself. 
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